
 

Telemedicine can reduce hospitalizations
for nursing home residents
4 February 2014

Telemedicine used at nursing homes during hours
when doctors are not typically present is a viable
way to reduce avoidable hospitalizations,
according to research published in February's
issue of Health Affairs. 

Hospitalizations of nursing home residents are
occurring more frequently, and result in
complications, morbidity and expensive Medicare
costs. When a medical issue arises on nights and
weekends that cannot be addressed by the on-call
physician not present at the facility, the doctor can
either travel to the nursing home or recommend
that the resident be sent to the hospital emergency
room. Very often, the physician recommends the 
hospital emergency room.

Researchers David C. Grabowski of Harvard
Medical School and A. James O'Malley of The
Dartmouth Institute for Health Policy & Clinical
Practice at the Geisel School of Medicine designed
a study to determine whether nursing home
residents who receive off-hour physician coverage
by telemedicine experience a lower rate of
hospitalizations, thereby generating savings to
Medicare in excess of the costs of the telemedicine
program.

They studied a Massachusetts for-profit nursing
home chain, which had signed a contract with a
telemedicine provider to introduce service in 11 
nursing homes to cover urgent or emergent calls
on weeknights and weekends. The telemedicine
service consisted of two-way video conferencing
with a high-resolution camera, allowing nursing
home residents to be examined remotely by a
physician. For the period of October 2009 through
September 2011, the nursing home chain
staggered its telemedicine introduction. Six of the
11 nursing homes in the chain were randomized to
initiate the telemedicine service while the five
remaining nursing homes served as the control
group.

The researchers found that four of the six
treatment facilities were responsible for most of the
telemedicine calls. Across all calls, the rate of
hospitalizations declined 5.3 percent for the control
group and 9.7 percent for the treatment group. This
effect was largely concentrated in the four "more
engaged" nursing homes, whose rate of
hospitalization declined 11.3 percent.

"We did not observe a statistically significant effect
of the telemedicine intervention on
hospitalizations," the researchers wrote. However,
when they compared the four more-engaged
nursing homes with the two less-engaged ones,
they found a significant decline in the
hospitalization rate at the more engaged facilities. A
secondary finding of the analysis is that the
hospitalization rate for non-engaged intervention
facilities was very close to that of the control
facilities. Despite not being part of the original
randomized comparison, this nonetheless
strengthened the results of the engaged vs. non-
engaged comparison on intuitive grounds (if homes
ignore the intervention, they appear to function just
like homes never exposed to the intervention).

"According to these estimates, a nursing home that
typically had 180 hospitalizations per year and that
was more engaged with telemedicine could expect
to see a statistically significant reduction of about
15.1 hospitalizations per year" than a facility that
was less engaged, the researchers said. The
average Medicare savings would be roughly
$150,000 per nursing home per year.

The annual cost of the telemedicine service in this
study was $30,000 per nursing home, implying a
net savings of roughly $120,000 per nursing home
per year in the more engaged facilities, the
researchers said.

The researchers say engagement is the key to the
use of telemedicine preventing hospitalizations.
Simply making it available does not guarantee its
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use by nursing home staff. Telemedicine providers
and nursing home leaders will have to take
additional steps to encourage buy-in among
nursing home administrators, front-line staff
members, and physicians.

Under the current reimbursement system, the
researchers suspect that the broad adoption of the
telemedicine service will be limited – even in the
context of the positive study findings – because the
facility pays for the telemedicine service while
Medicare enjoys the savings realized through
telemedicine. An additional financial disincentive for
nursing homes to invest in telemedicine to prevent
hospitalizations is present for Medicaid residents.
Once a Medicaid resident is hospitalized and
returns to the nursing home, the facility often
receives the higher Medicare skilled nursing facility
benefit.

Policy makers have recently implemented several
payment reforms to prevent avoidable
hospitalizations. Certain demonstration projects in
the Affordable Care Act coordinate payment and
delivery across settings. Models, such as
accountable care organizations, managed care,
and integrated care for dually eligible beneficiaries
on Medicare and Medicaid, can provide incentives
for nursing homes to implement telemedicine
services to help prevent hospitalizations of nursing
home residents.

"Until adoption of these innovative payment and
financing models increases, we do not believe that
the business case for telemedicine services in
nursing homes is a strong one, especially in those
nursing homes caring predominantly for Medicaid
residents," said Grabowski and O'Malley.

Additional research will be needed to test models
that encourage stronger engagement on the part of
providers, as well as examine the implications of
new policies that incentivize increased adoption,
they said. 

  More information: content.healthaffairs.org/cont
… nt/33/2/244.abstract

  Provided by The Geisel School of Medicine at
Dartmouth
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